
Area Committee Quarterly Report Form 
 
Name:  Lupita Yerkes Medina     
Position: Language Coordinator  
District number:  
 
Accomplishments from the past quarters. [Experiences from your District or committee you are 
proud of or that were particularly inspirational to you.] 
 

Over the past quarter I have gotten a lot of documents translated into Spanish for the 
Pre-Assemblies and the Assembly. I coordinated both ASL and Spanish interpretation for the 
Assembly. In addition to coordinating with the interpreters personally, I worked closely with the 
appropriate elected officers to ensure a smooth registration process for everyone involved. 

I had the ability to attend a handful of Pre-Assemblies this year. It was a neat way to 
travel the state and get to know more AAs in our area as well as hear different voices and 
opinions about our agenda items. 

I’m glad I can FINALLY report that the Area Handbook has been completely translated 
into Spanish. In addition to emailing it to the DCMs and GSRs, it will be up on the Area website 
soon for download or view. 
 
Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with. [Including any solutions you have 
found or are considering and whether you would like to hear the solutions others have found to 
similar problems.] 
 

There have been three major issues I’ve been working through this past year: translating 
the Area Handbook, coordinating with Brendan D. to translate, print and mail the Area 
Newsletter, and working with Bob J. to ensure quality sound and interpretation for our 
members using the Spanish interpretation as well as the interpreters. 

One of the biggest and most involved projects of the rotation thus far has been getting 
the Area Handbook completely translated. Most recently, I discovered that the document I had 
in Spanish was missing all the passed and failed past motions from Area Assemblies that are in 
the English version of the Area Handbook. Once I got those 30 pages translated, then I had to 
reformat everything, and make sure the pages referenced in the indices and contents were 
updated to reflect the accurate pages numbers of the content. It has been a very involved 
process, and I will be so happy when it’s done. (Not just because of all the work, but because 
we will have a quality Area Handbook to share with our Spanish speaking brothers and sisters.) 

As our newsletter editor, I can only imagine the workload that Brendan has each month. 
(Especially because I, personally, always send him my report significantly after the established 
deadline to submit then beg him to squeeze it in!! 😊 ) Brendan and I continue to work with 
Brendan to getting our newsletter turned around and out to the Spanish speaking districts 
timely, and in hard copies. Currently the newsletters are posted to the area website and I email 
them to the DCMs and GSRs of our Spanish speaking districts and intergroup. 

The third “issue” I have encountered and started to address is in coordination with Bob, 
our Area sound guy. I have recently gotten involved in helping him to figure the best quality of 



sound for both the members receiving Spanish interpretation through the headsets, and for the 
interpreters to hear the English speakers so they can effectively interpret what is going on. We 
have been playing around to find the optimal sound solution using our equipment. I anticipate 
looking into some alternatives to the equipment we currently have to best address these 
concerns.  

Lastly, the most recent issue I have quite recently run into is that Area will spend well in 
excess of what was budgeted for the Language Steering committee for 2019. I do not think that 
there has been any misuse of funds or lack of oversight, and I sincerely feel that everything that 
has been spent has been well spent and is helping our Area be more inclusive and welcoming. 
From a recent review of the specific line items allocated for the Language Steering Committee, 
it appears the spending is a result of: “unplanned expenses” (like ASL interpreters at the 
assembly), getting a lot of documents translated into Spanish (especially large, long term 
documents like the Area and GSR handbooks, etc.) and/or misinformation about what things 
might cost (translation of up to 12 area newsletters annually). I’m not an expert on our Area 
budget, so I would defer any questions to our Treasurer and Alternate Treasurer, but I would be 
remiss if I did not address and at least state my awareness of my budget line and the excess 
that has been spent as a result of the Language Steering committee work. 
 
Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter. 
 
I don’t have goals specific to the next quarter, but for the remainder of my rotation, I look 

forward to: 

-finding an effective, efficient, and affordable way to print and mail the Area Newsletter in 

Spanish 

-looking into different sound equipment with Bob to address the existing interpretation 

concerns 

-drafting and sending to Eddy, the Area Webmaster, an update for the Area website with the 

Language Chair job description and contact info 

-continuing to ensure long term Area documents are translated and translated well (GSR 

handbook, DCM handbook, area handbook) for future use and benefit 

-use the language steering committee to discuss and uncover language needs of the area and to 

actively seek solutions to area language access concerns 
 


